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The reliable opera on of the emerging large‐scale networking paradigms such as wireless sensor networks
(WSNs) is suscep ble to their overwhelming communica on, computa on, and sensing complexi es. Consequently,
new communica on and sensing schemes that ensure reliability are in serious demand to enable the widespread ap‐
plica ons of such networks. Our group is one of the pioneers in integra ng compressive sensing (CS) into underlying
networking protocols in wireless sensor networks for cross‐layer op miza on. Compressive sensing is an elegant
technique that enables under sampling of signals with a sparse representa on in a proper basis. Our results prove the
eﬃciency of our proposed method in reducing the communica on cost and enhancing the reliability and life me of
WSNs.
In this talk, I will mainly present our compressive‐sensing‐based scheme for eﬃcient and distributed data stor‐
age in large‐scale wireless sensor networks. Our scheme, referred to as CStorage, exploits the spa al correla on of
sensor readings and integrates CS with a low‐complexity and scalable rou ng algorithm. I will further summarize
some of our research eﬀorts in designing eﬃcient CS schemes for extended signal models. Such designs significantly
enhance CS performance and can facilitate its applica on in a variety of fields. The presenta on concludes with a dis‐
cussion of future challenges and open areas for further study.
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